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PURPOSE
This method can be used by students to contrast two different parts of 
topics. A T-Chart has a large heading at the top with the title and two 
columns side by side that are filled in with information according to 
each topic. It visually resembles the letter T. It can be used as a method 
for being selective, as well as organising and prioritising information. 

QUICK TIP
The information in the 
columns can be organised 
as a list with text or  
with images to support 
visually.

In the 
columns, 
summarise or 
paraphrase 
what you 
have read, 
focusing on 
differences.

In the 
columns, you 
may wish to 
use bullet 
points, 
diagrams, 
images or 
paragraphs. 

T-CHART DIAGRAM

Starting Point
Choose your topic and think about the differences 
between the two things you are contrasting. These 
could be two themes or processes or characters.

Top Tip: You may wish to use this study tool to test your 
recall of information. After reviewing and closing your 
notes, in the columns jot down how much information 
you can remember about what you are contrasting.

Some examples of what you could use the T-Chart to compare:
English Literature – poem structures/language used Comparative Coursework for novels
Politics – comparing political systems/ideologies
History – comparing sources/different causes of an event
Maths – comparing different problem solutions/equations
Science – comparing different hypotheses/experiments
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